Characteristics of Geneva tourism nowadays show some degree of persistence but also certain structural changes since the 19 th century. These constancies and transformations are analyzed through the interpretation of the touristic image of the cityscape produced within literature, paraliterature and iconography. Three stages of development are explored: 1) a 19 th century romantic period; 2) a business oriented image since 1960; 3) a new hedonist and festive image since 1998 that breaks with the tradition of the city. A qualitative methodology of interpretation or hermeneutics of texts and images is applied to three basic documentary supports : general literature, travel guides, and touristic promotion. Image concordance or discordance among these three medias and reality is discussed and evaluated.
Introduction
We start from a famous thought of L. Wittgenstein (1961) : my word is my world. This means that the limits of my language mean the limits of my world. Applied to touristic language this sentence could mean that a subjective and artistic language will determine the contour of a world full of imagination and fantasy whereas a language full of stereotypes will limit my vision of the world to a stereotyped reality. We try to demonstrate that the specialization and separation of touristic language from artistic language during the 20 th century, corresponding to the professionalization of the touristic world and abstraction process of artistic languages, has lead to an impoverishment in modern touristic language, leading to a stereotyped vision of the world in the case of Geneva landscape representation.
In a theory of language, we may classify languages on a objective/subjective axis of languages (Sack, 1980) or on a collective/individual basis of expression systems. An objective language representing the touristic world integrates for instance statistical language; on the other hand, subjective languages are literature, poetry, painting, artistic films, etc. Concerning tourism image formation the force of subjective languages is their ability to create and to shape mythical touristic images, while objective means of representation are able to measure the importance of touristic development in quantitative terms. Individual modes of expression may be present in signed travel guides, in artistic imageries such as ancient engravings, color-prints, water-colors, picture posters, photographies, artistic films or videos. Likewise, collective languages are tourism promotional paraliterature, unartistic postcards, tour operator catalogues, promotional films that are not result of free individual expression but that are ordered and signed by economic agents.
Within this contribution three major sources of documentation are analysed, literature, travel guides and tourism promotion, and how they shape different world visions. Our approach is tied to the theory of language interpretation and hermeneutic (Gadamer, 1976) ; it is thus a qualitative approach; some touristic statistics are only be given as indicative data to precise the economic stake of tourism evolution in Geneva in the context of Switerland and European cities.
Theoretical framework: towards a definition of the notion of a city's touristic image
A city's touristic image is historic, multiple and complex. It is historic in the sense that it is the result of a historical process transforming the city, parallel to the evolution of a region, or at a smaller geographical scale, of a nation and of a continent; it is multiple because touristic images intersect with images reflecting various other domains of global reality such as geographic, historic, cultural, religious, artistic, architectural, social, political, economic, sanitary. .. This multiplicity leads to a real complexity of the image of a city if the different social and individual actors' points of view are added: various categories of local people, immigrants, tourists or visitors may have a different perception of the city they live in or visit. Points of view may also be divergent following different cultural preconceptions and experiences. The difficulty of retrieving a tourism image from within the global image of a city stems from the invisible and ubiquitous character of tourism (Ashworth, 1989 :34 in Murphy, 1997 . The challenge is to interpret that complexity and reduce it to key images of the city and the region. A key image is always a caricature of reality (Raffestin, 1986) , forcing the features of certain characteristics that answer to the tourists' wishes and expectations in a certain period of time. Key images are selected and shaped for instance by touristic promotion and then are diffused and amplified through different media in the outside world to gain maximum resonance.
An image is not only the product of voluntary effect of the actor but also depends on how the spectator views the actor. This exchange between actor and spectator explains in return why a touristic image may be viewed slightly differently when viewed from the inside or the outside world. If a concordance appears, then such touristic images strengthen urban, regional or national identities. This reciprocal interplay gives a certain degree of autonomy to touristic image towards other images of reality. For example, touristic identity has contibuted to shape a part of Swiss national identity because most founding myths have been made concordant: romantic sense of nature, ideals of democracy, freedom, independance and neutrality. Myth of order and of cleanliness came in the beginning of the 20 th century, after such romantic authors as John Ruskin or Victor Hugo had complained about the loss of picturesqueness in Swiss cities following urban modernisation (Reichler, 1998) . Materially, Switzerland has manufactured a world of symbolic objects that are immediately identified to the national territory (Swiss knives, watches, cheese, chocolate…). They are perceived by tourists as typical expressions of national identity. However, the question of the renewal of these symbols falsely perceived as "eternal" remains. The mix of national and touristic identity has certainly reinforced the touristic image of Switzerland but at the same time has not created an autonomy between the touristic image and the global image. Thus, when political or economic national images and myths are affected as in recent times (failure of Swissair, international pressure on banking secret, difficult debate on the European Union…), the touristic image also tends to adapt itself to a changing reality. In this perspective, Geneva, despite its peripheral location in extreme western Switzerland and its international spirit, has been part of the Swiss national image since the founding of modern tourism in the 19 th century : the first steamboat on Lake Geneva was named Winkelried, a name deeply rooted in the story of Central Switzerland but having nothing to do with local references in the Geneva region.
Methodological considerations
A touristic image positions itself at the meeting point of three main factors: geographical personality of the place, tourist's expectations and wishes bound to fashions and tastes, and rival cities image ( fig. 1) . Two remarks my be expressed: collected data may be of unequal quality among these three factors, and the diagram works in a temporality: the three stages of development of Geneva tourism correspond to T1,T2, T3.
Methodologically, three periods are isolated, as representative historical samples for the need of our demonstration. Subperiods could of course be made. The periods are of unequal length and show an acceleration in fashioning new touristic tastes: a romantic period (1820-1870) (T1); a business and conference tourism period (1920-1998) (T2), and a tentative festive period (1998-2002) (T3). Each of these periods corresponds to a paradigmatic form of tourism that binds image and reality: the romantic period is marked by the dominance of leisure high class tourism, long stays and contemplative tourism. Romantic literature and the first travel guides as well as painting and engraving are the principal means of representation and of indirect advertising. The business tourism paradigm is marked by short stays, a productivist language, expressed in tourism and in economic promotion. This language is characterized by fast and short language (slogans, instantaneous photography), as opposed to artistic literature and to painting, that are slow modes of expression. We analyze why business tourism has become all-mighty in Geneva (70 % business, 30 % leisure tourism in 2000) (Genève Tourisme, 2001 ) and why a third paradigmatic image, in progress, is trying to give a more hedonist image of Geneva, after having suffered from giving a conformist, old-fashioned and puritan image. As in shown in fig. 1 , each new paradigmatic image superposes itself on previous images without erasing them. Methodologically, our analysis is based on a wide corpus of literary and paraliterary sources that show a potential in shaping touristic images. If city personality and major touristic fashions can relatively easily be retrieved thanks to cultural history and geographical sources, the factor of "rival cities" is methodologically far more difficult to examine. Indeed, it is an effect of globalization that touristic rivalry and competition have extended their net to multiple destinations through Europe and the world that it becomes somewhat difficult to define and delimit "rival places" with a certain degree of accuracy and precision without specifying which touristic function we adress (business, conference, leisure, therapeutic, educational…). This phenomenon raises the problem of the degree of substituability between functionnally identic touristic destinations. A geographic personality lies on the interface between image and reality. The term personality of place refers to the triplet reality-identity-image of a place, thus uniting the process going from reality to image although some distortion may arise between reflected image and perceived reality (Bailly, 1980) . First of all, different images appear among various mediators : Geneva's image in literature is very different from the one represented in touristic promotion, because each adresses different realities : literature expresses the "heavy trends of territoriality" (Lévy, 1997) , the character of the city and local people viewed by an author's subjectivity, whereas touristic promotion always focuses on pleasant aspects of touristic life and landscape, and shows chosen aspects of local reality. Therefore, literature may be critical or even caustic towards the place and people's mentality while touristic promotion will not. Travel guides stand on an intermediate stage : they affirm typicity and diversity of the place in an attractive style, and hierachizes information by a system of qualitative or quantitative evaluation (qualification of places, systems of stars). Travel guides give practical information, and guides for "young tourists" increasingly incorporate the political considerations given by the news whereas classical guides tend to be as neutral as possible and deal with more timeless subjects.
Interpretative demonstration

The romantic period (T1)
The intersection between Geneva's geographic personality and tourists' tastes was optimal during the romantic period, for Geneva's landscape was then considered ideal by numerous fashion makers of the time, principally writers and painters (Newby, 1981) . The city's size (25 000-35 000 inhabitants), its location on the edge of the lake, the typicity and diversity of its site, its rich history despite the modest size of the city, all these reasons made Geneva one place of sojourn, from one week to several months, for numerous members of the romantic generation. It was an almost compulsory stage during travels to Italy or to the East for most French and English travelers, and for some German and Dutch as well. Geneva was naturally associated with its lake, whose literary celebrity stems from La Nouvelle Héloïse by Jean-Jacques Rousseau, an epistolary novel set at the other extremity of the lake (Clarens, Chillon). Rousseau, who used to sign his work "Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Citizen of Geneva" may be considered as the inventor of the touristic place association "lake and mountain"; to him lake and mountain environments could not only cure physical troubles but also the soul. This is why the second generation of La Nouvelle Héloïse's readers came to contemplate and experience Lake Geneva and the Prealps landscape; these visitors would live out their romantic passions or tried to be cured of them… This second generation of La Nouvelle Héloïse readers included French poets and writers like Balzac, Stendhal, Chateaubriand, Hugo, and English poets like Byron, Shelley, and many painters and musicians who established themselves along the shores of the lake, taking Geneva as a base or as a stage before a further visit to the Alps. This romantic and curative image created therapeutic forms of tourism in the place associated with cold baths in the Arve River flooding from the mythic Valley of Chamonix -thus charged with a mysterious regenerating power. A first touristic neighbourhood was built between the River and the hospital, covered with little pensions, hotels and a hydrotherapy centre. The neighbourhood lost its touristic function after a scientist had stated that Arve River's water owned no particular quality except that of being fresh and full of sediments… Another touristic argument developed during early the 20 th century bound to water : water from the tap used to be one of the purest in Europe, thanks to the perfect water-main of the city.
Spiritually, religious tourism was never emphazised in promotion, travel guides or in literature for the simple reason that calvinist rites are far from spectacular. The "protestant Rome" attracts neither pilgrimages (forbidden by religion) nor processions; it had banned theaters, cabarets, carnival and pious images during the Reformation. However, Geneva was viewed as a city of ideas, at the same time as a landscape-city imbued with high qualities by most English travellers. Nobleness of its landscape was associated with nobleness of its spiritual ideals. Ruskin wrote about Geneva: "(…) A little town, composed of a cluster of water-mills, a street of penthouses, two wooden bridges, two dozen of stone houses on a little hill, and three or four perpendicular lanes up and down the hill. The four miles of acreage round, in grass, with modest gardens, and farm-dwelling houses; the people, pious, learned, and busy, to a man, to a woman -to a boy, to a girl of them; progressing to and fro mostly on their feet, and only where they had business. And this bird's nest of a place, to be the centre of religious and social thought, and of physical beauty, to all living Europe ! (…) this inconceivable point of patience" (Ruskin in Coulson, 1988:94-95 ).
Ruskin noted the bucolic character of the city and its love of nature, as well as and an utilitarian behaviour. On the other hand, if we read a French and catholic author such as Stendhal in his Mémoires d'un touriste of 1837 about the mentality of local people, it appears that local mentality has been "deformed" by the Reformation: people are described as particularly serious, austere and sometimes repulsive. This kinf of criticism is marked by the ideology of the author. Stendhal praised scientific and political conceptions of the place, compared to these of France, and especially admired the high degree of instruction of the working-class (watch-makers). Following Talleyrand who used to say "There are five continents and Geneva", Stendhal developed this sense of exceptionality of the destiny of the city: "Isn't it glorious for a small town of twenty six thousand inhabitants to force the traveller to dedicate three pages to its character's description ?" (Stendhal, 1837 , in Lévy, 1994 . This exceptionality covering mostly ideal qualities (with some social defects) shaped a largely positive image of Geneva seen by romantic travellers and dwellers.
Materially the region of Geneva was in advance from a touristic point of view. The first palace of the whole region, the Hôtel des Bergues, opened as early as 1827, followed by many others on the right shore of the lake; palaces were very innovative in high technology of the time (electricity, hot water, refrigeration) and in architecture. The overrepresentation of luxury hotels compared to low-cost hotels stems from the end of the 19 th century in Geneva. From 1864, Thomas Cook proposed his "Swiss Circular Tickets for Tours in Switzerland" (Tissot, 2000:165) , already a well organised form of tourism.
The business and conference tourism period (1920-1998) (T2).
The major event transforming Geneva touristic structure was the establishment of the Société des Nations Headquarters in 1919, giving birth to a dominant conference tourism. At the time the rival cities to host the forefather of UN organizations were The Hague, Brussels and Versailles. What determined the choice was the central geographic location of Switzerland, its long tradition of neutrality and its cosmopolitanism was thought to nurture exchanges that might favor people's encounter. The Netherlands, another neutral (and protestant) country was also on the top of the list, but it had two major handicaps: its monarchic régime and its language. In the final race only two places remained: Lausanne and Geneva. Calvin, Rousseau, the Red-Cross (founded in 1864), thus a part of the cultural heritage, made the difference. From a touristic point of view the presence in Geneva of several prestigious palaces was of great importance; the S.D.N. was initially installed in one of them (Hôtel National). The present Palais des Nations was built in the 1930 s in a massive style. Although conference tourism boom was an opportunity chance when Geneva leisure tourism was declining, some authors were very ironical and even caustic towards conference tourism: "S.D.N. never has incorporated itself to Geneva. It plays the role of an alien element. Diplomats come, stay at the hôtel and leave" (Ramuz, 1955:92) . The author noted a lack of relation between the host city, its people, and the S.D.N. already viewed as a bureaucratic and rather unlively organization. At these times, the S.D.N. was locally criticized by both right-and left-wing parties : to the nationalist right, S.D.N was too "cosmopolitan" and to the leftists, it was already seen as an emanation of the capitalistic system. Despite these criticisms the international sector grew ; nowadays 30 % of nights spent are bound to international organizations' activity and Geneva is at the 18 th world rank as an international meeting point (Genève Tourisme, 2000:13) . It is clearly one of its dominant forms of tourism, coupled to the presence of multinational headquarters and of the overdeveloped financial sector.
Unfortunately leisure tourism declined in the city during this period for people went to smaller resorts in the Alps or along the lakes ; Geneva, with 700 000 inhabitants in its urbanized area, lost its qualities of contemplation tourism and only attracts leisure tourism in the summer months (70 % leisure tourism then). The number of hotel nights was 2 350 000 in 2000 for the Canton de Genève (Genève Tourisme, 2001) , (ca 30-35 th rank among European cities), inferior to the number of 1984-1985. The touristic authorities, having suceeded in developing conference and business tourism -helped by the destiny of the city -failed to develop urban and cultural tourism for two reasons : first, cultural politics of the city prefered to favor various but limited initiatives to promote all kinds of culture without any specialty, except maybe of music and opera. In their own terms, the cultural authorities do not want to « pavarottize » culture ; there is too little common strategy between touristic and political authorities in this domain. On the other hand, the cultural milieu tends to despise tourists, and neither is the alternative scene motivated to attract them. No major museum has been created in Geneva since the 1960s, no major painting exhibition or art festival has been organized in the city ; it is known that they are powerful urban attractions (Law, 1993 :69-85) . For instance, no appropriate museum is dedicated to Jean-Jacques Rousseau, born in the place, although a modest project exists.
Whereas touristic promotion gave a certain importance to cultural aspects of the region in the 1900s, culture seems to have been erased in this exaggerated passage towards typical utilitarian and promotional language of the 1980s : « With its lake in a grand alpine setting dominated by Mont Blanc, its plume of water rising above the city, Geneva offers its people a green environment with magnificent parks and almost two trees per head of population.
[…] The quality of life is a powerful motivation for productivity. Free from stress and time-consuming transport difficulties, the people of Geneva can concentrate their energies on useful work » (Geneva City, s.d., ca 1985).
The tentative festive period (1998-2002) (T3)
Besides culture, of which Geneva is not deprived thanks to its educational efforts and its material and immaterial heritage, the festivew dimension If the touristic image of Geneva is still largely positive in classical travel guide adressing to the bourgeoisie (Fodors', Le Guide Michelin…), the image is perceived as too conventional and conformist image by guides adressing the « young tourists ». Whereas the two principal rival cities in Switzerland, Lausanne and Zurich, are described as beautiful and « sexy » cities -Lausanne is qualified as « Switzerland's San Francisco » (Teller, 2000 :110) and Zurich is dressed in all kids of superlatives. Geneva is described as the businessperson's city par excellence, not very exciting, international « and yet with nothing of the pizzazz such description might suggest » (Teller, 2000 :79) .
